Become a Voting Patriot
Small is not necessarily beautiful;
Government Right-sized to Govern is Beautiful.
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A patriot is someone who stays focused on their concerns and those of their neighbors.
A voting patriot recognizes that, for centuries, we have gotten along without a monarch, accepts the
responsibilities of exercising the rights of self-protection and competition that have made this Union
strong, and uses the protections of our current Constitution to organize and vote.
Voting patriots are not easily distracted.
Now is the time for calm cool consideration of How We Can Win.
We can leave it to Mueller.
Maybe the President will be impeached and politely leave the White House in disgrace or maybe he would,
as he suggested recently, declare a national emergency and stay.
Maybe the President will get the money he wants for border security and re-open the government, or
maybe he’ll get the money he wants for border security and make more demands – despite the longstanding policy of the Federal government not to pay ransom for hostages.
As the Speaker of the House, Democrat Nancy Pelosi, last night said:
“The fact is: President Trump has chosen to hold hostage critical services for the health, safety and wellbeing of the American people and withhold the paychecks of 800,000 innocent workers across the nation
– many of them veterans. He promised (threatened) to keep government shutdown for “months or years”
– no matter whom it hurts. That’s just plain wrong.”
Yes, it is blatantly wrong to hold the American people and civil servants hostage. We see that. We who
have a conscience. We who can still recognize right from wrong. We who know there is evil in the world
and are willing to listen when reporters try to describe it. 1
To Trump and his Republican Party, there is no right or wrong – there is just their own winning or losing.
The Art of the Deal for Trump and his Republican Party is to have so much happening that he can benefit
no matter which way things seem to go.
For them, this is not necessarily about a wall on the border with Mexico. As Nancy explained last night:
“We all agree that we need to secure our borders, while honoring our values. We can build the
infrastructure and roads at our ports of entry; we can install new technology to scan cars and trucks for
drugs coming into our nation; we can hire the personnel we need to facilitate trade and immigration at the
border; and we can fund more innovation to detect unauthorized crossings.”
For Trump and his Republican Party, it is not even about who wins that issue.
If Trump gets funding for his wall, that will be a fine victory for him. He will get what he wants, and he
will make it obvious that he can hold government workers hostage for ransom.
If he does not get funding for his wall, he will “proudly” (to use his word) keep the government shut down
and get what he wants – smaller government.

Smaller government has been a goal of Karl Rove and his funders since Reagan took office and their allies,
the Iranian government, released U. S. government workers they were holding hostage.
“Reagan’s budget advisor, David Stockman … revealed that cutting taxes and creating a deficit was a
conscious effort to ‘starve the beast.’” 2
In 2001, Grover Norquist said to Mara Liasson on NPR, “Our goal is to shrink government to the size
where we can drown it in a bathtub.”3
More recently, in 2011, Norquist told Steve Kroft on 60 Minutes that, “We functioned in this country

with government at 8 percent of GDP for a long time and quite well."
Kroft pointed out, "That was before Social Security. It was before Medicare. It was before welfare
assistance, unemployment assistance.”
Kroft followed-up with “Do you feel the government has any obligation to the poor or the elderly or the
unemployed?"
Norquist retorted, "Yeah. It should stop stepping on them, kicking them and making their lives more
difficult." 4
That is so wrong, on so many levels. Money for retirement, healthcare, assistance when you’re down, and
continued income during times when you are unemployed does not mean you are stepped on, kicked and
challenged. It means you may survive with greater dignity and have more opportunities to turn your
situation around.
“The ultimate endpoint of the pledge is to
create a debt so huge that we will have no
choice but to eliminate or severely restrict
popular government programs such as Social
Security, Medicare, unemployment insurance,
student financial aid and many more.”5

The same year Norquist displayed his
arrogant alexithymia6 on 60 Minutes, Donald
Trump (considering a run for the presidency)
signed Norquist’s pledge not to raise taxes. 7
He told us what he would do.
Now he is doing it.
This Republican President is starving the
beast and drowning the government in debt
and military spending by cutting taxes,
reducing regulations, and attacking the
security of civil service workers.8
In his first State of the Union message, the
Republican president demanded Congress:
“empower every Cabinet Secretary with the
authority to reward good workers — and to
remove Federal employees who undermine the public trust or fail the American people.”9

How wrong is that! This Republican President is saying he wants his appointees, who sit at the pleasure
of the President, to fire workers they feel do not fit the culture of their department, regardless of the
department’s contractual obligations to the workers.
When hard-working self-sacrificing civil servants, empowered - with the protections of contract - to
question authority, leave government service in order to feed their families, Trump wins.

How do we win?
We win when we become voting patriots.
We become voting patriots when we utilize the Constitution of the United States to preserve, protect, and
defend the Constitution by exercising our Constitutional rights to Free Speech, organizing our neighbors
in our precincts, and getting out the vote in our own backyard.
We can only hope that the Washington Democrats are correctly analyzing the national voting data and are
already pushing to get the most votes where it matters, so our own political pros in DC will not be the ones
who pull an October Surprise on us by moving our donated money around at the last moment - as they did
with Alison’s campaign in Kentucky to replace Mitch McConnell in the U. S. Senate.
Imagine a political landscape without Mitch McConnell. Now, imagine replacing Trump and his
Republican Party in 2021.
Happy New Year!
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